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Abstract

76

Martian moons exploration, MMX, is the new sample return mission planned by the

77

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) targeting the two Martian moons with a

78

scheduled launch in 2024 and a return to the Earth in 2029. The major scientific

79

objectives of this mission are to determine the origin of Phobos and Deimos, to

80

elucidate the early Solar System evolution in terms of volatile delivery across the snow

81

line to the terrestrial planets having habitable surface environments, and to explore the

82

evolutionary processes of both moons and Mars surface environment. To achieve these

83

objectives, during a stay in circum-Martian space over about 3 years MMX will collect

84

samples from Phobos along with close-up observations of this inner moon and carry out

85

multiple flybys of Deimos to make comparative observations of this outer moon.

86

Simultaneously, successive observations of the Martian atmosphere will also be made

87

by utilizing the advantage of quasi-equatorial spacecraft orbits along the moons’ orbits.

88
89
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Introduction

92
93

Amongst the numerous moons currently known in the Solar System, there are only three

94

orbiting terrestrial planets, Phobos and Deimos being the two of them. The exploration

95

of the Earth’s Moon, which includes sample return missions, has provided us a wealth

96

of data revealing and constraining both its formation and evolution processes and those

97

of the parent planet. The same is probably true for the two Martian moons which also

98

likely formed associated with the formation of their parent planet. However, the direct

99

exploration of the Martian moons has been quite limited so far.

100
101

The Martian Moons eXploration (MMX) mission will carry out a direct, extensive

102

survey of the Martian moons including the first sample return from one of these moons.

103

The past explorations of the Martian moons were largely limited to flybys by orbiters

104

approaching Mars. The first close-up imaging of Phobos and Deimos was conducted by

105

the Viking mission, which found their irregular shapes and their albedos as low as those

106

of asteroids thought to have carbonaceous compositions (Veverka and Duxbury 1977;

107

Tolson et al. 1978; Pang et al. 1978; Pang et al. 1980). This led to the asteroid capture

108

hypothesis for the origin of both moons (Pollack et al 1979; Hunten 1979). Direct

109

exploration of Phobos was attempted by Phobos 1 (1988), Phobos 2 (1988-1989), and

110

Phobos-Grunt (2011), but they, unfortunately, failed except for valuable, but incomplete

111

data acquisition by Phobos 2 in the vicinity of Phobos (Duxbury et al. 2014 for a

112

comprehensive summary of the past explorations of Phobos and Deimos). Although

113

several mission concepts have been proposed to explore the Martian moons, MMX is

114

currently the only approved mission targeting the Martian moons.

115
116

For the last two decades, JAXA has been a pioneer in small body sample return

117

missions, accumulating unique experience through the first asteroid sample return

118

mission Hayabusa (originally named MUSES-C, 2003-2010), to the S-type asteroid

119

Itokawa followed by the Hayabusa2 mission (2014-present) to the C-type asteroid

120

Ryugu. Both missions have been successfully revealing how solid materials were built

121

up to form small bodies which then migrated to near-Earth orbits involving disruption

122

and re-accumulation processes during Solar System evolution (e.g. Fujiwara et al. 2006;

123

Watanabe et al. 2019; Sugita et al. 2019; Michel et al. 2020). In particular, the

124

Hayabusa2 mission is elucidating processes that may have supplied water and organics

125

to Earth. MMX will expand these Japanese experiences and successes in small body

126

explorations to the Martian moons.

127
128

As a Mars orbiter, on the other hand, MMX will extend JAXA’s experiences in

129

gravitational body explorations gained by Kaguya (SELENE, 2007-2009) at the Moon

130

and ongoing Akatsuki (Planet-C, 2010-present) at Venus. The attempted Japanese Mars

131

orbiter Nozomi (Planet-B, 1998-2003) launched by ISAS before the institution

132

integration into JAXA, unfortunately, resulted in contact loss during the cruise to Mars.

133

Hence, the MMX mission is an important milestone to expand the Japanese space

134

program to Mars synergistically with small body exploration programs.

135
136

This paper presents the current design of the MMX mission with a special focus on the

137

scientific objectives as well as the mission requirements, the system architecture, and

138

the observation operations plan to achieve those objectives. Note that the MMX mission

139

is under development therefore its details may be modified in the future.

140
141
142
143

Phobos, Deimos, and Mars: Genetic and Evolutionary Links
Mars, the host planet of Phobos and Deimos, is the planet that has an atmosphere-

144

covered surface environment most analogous to that of the Earth. Abundant fluvial

145

geomorphological features such as valley networks and outflow channels strongly imply

146

the activities of a vast amount of liquid water on the Martian surface before ~3 Gya

147

(e.g. Carr 1996). Long-term volcanic activities leaving igneous provinces and volcanoes

148

may significantly contribute to volatile supply from the interior to the surface (e.g.

149

Greely, 1987). Recent precise imaging spectroscopy from orbits (e.g. Bibring et al.

150

2006) and in-situ geological surveys conducted by rovers (e.g. Grotzinger et al. 2014)

151

accumulate evidence for the widespread existence and past activities of liquid water

152

with compositions suitable for habitats. On the other hand, Mars preserves ancient

153

terrains with numerous impact craters and may be the only planet for which we can

154

precisely trace the history back to the early evolution of a hydrosphere on a rocky

155

planet. It seems, however, difficult to approach Mars formation processes through Mars

156

surface exploration alone because resurfacing processes significantly obscure records of

157

the planet formation. In contrast, the airless Martian moons with sizes too small to

158

activate long-term igneous processes likely preserve materials at their formation without

159

severe alteration, possibly providing a window to explore key processes forming Mars.

160

161

The size of Mars, which is about half of that of Earth, and the formation time of Mars

162

which is within several Myr since the start of the Solar System constrained from

163

radioisotope studies (Dauphas and Pourmand 2011) are consistent with the typical

164

characteristics of proto-planets predicted by planet formation theory (Kokubo and Ida

165

1998). Here, a proto-planet refers to the product of oligarchic growth that would have

166

occurred in a localized feeding zone of the planetesimal population. As a result of

167

oligarchic growth, the inner Solar System may have once contained dozens of proto-

168

planets with typical masses from lunar to Martian ones. Their subsequent mutual

169

collisions that occurred episodically over the time scale several 107 years mostly after

170

the dissipation of solar nebula gas would lead the proto-Earth and proto-Venus to

171

accumulating their current masses (Kokubo and Ida 1998). In contrast, isotopic

172

heterogeneities of extinct radionuclide systematics observed in Martian meteorites

173

suggest insufficient mantle mixing of Mars, implying the lack of complete melting

174

event possibly induced by the collision of a proto-planet (Debaille et al. 2007; Kleine et

175

al. 2009). As a fossil of proto-planet, therefore, Mars may be the unique research target

176

for revealing the processes of proto-planet formation and evolution. Inhibition of the

177

growth of Mars exceeding the present mass implies that the population of planetesimals

178

in the early Solar System rapidly declined in the region beyond the current orbital radius

179

of Mars, which might be caused by the gravitational perturbation of proto-Jupiter that

180

once migrated inward significantly (Walsh et al. 2011). This proposed mechanism may

181

have also played an important role in delivering water-bearing objects formed in the

182

outer Solar System to the terrestrial planets. The exploration of Martian moons may

183

place important constraints on such a model.

184
185

The presence of water and atmosphere is believed to be a primarily necessary condition

186

to make a rocky planet habitable. Although the origin of water and other volatiles on the

187

terrestrial planets remains controversial, one of the dominant hypotheses is the delivery

188

by late accreting bodies originated in the outer Solar System (Genda 2016 for review).

189

This is because the rocky planets are thought to be born dry if they were made from

190

solid materials accreted in the inner solar nebula where nebular gas was too warm for

191

water vapor to condense onto dust. In the outer solar nebula, beyond the snow line,

192

water may condense as ice, which allows the formation of icy planetesimals. A part of

193

them may further evolve and migrate to become rocky asteroids in the asteroid belt (e.g.

194

Walsh et al. 2011), containing hydrated minerals generated through the chemical

195

reactions of silicates with liquid water produced by internal heating (e.g. Fujiya et al.

196

2012). Observed compositions of meteorites and comets suggest that such hydrated and

197

icy bodies are also enriched in carbon and nitrogen mainly in the form of complex

198

organic matter (e.g. Kallemeyn and Wasson 1981; Mumma and Charnley 2011). Mars is

199

in the best position to elucidate how such volatile-rich bodies are transported in the

200

early Solar System because it is the terrestrial planet orbiting nearest the snow line.

201
202

Compared to the Earth’s Moon, Phobos and Deimos are characterized by their smallness

203

in size, low bulk densities, irregular shapes, and very low albedos (Table 1). They share

204

visible to near-infrared reflectance spectra with reddening trends like those of D-type

205

and T-type asteroids which are thought to have volatile-rich, carbonaceous compositions

206

(Rivkin et al. 2002). Their small sizes and low bulk densities appear to be within the

207

range of undifferentiated small bodies (e.g. Burns 1978). According to the spectroscopic

208

classification of asteroids, the above types of asteroids are likely originated in the region

209

near the Jovian orbit (DeMeo and Carry 2014). These facts naturally lead to the capture

210

hypothesis for the origin of the Martian moons; carbonaceous primitive bodies

211

originally formed beyond the snow line of the Solar System might have migrated

212

inward (Walsh et al. 2011) and then become captured by Mars. If this is the case, the

213

exploration of Martian moons will provide us clues for the delivery processes of water

214

and other volatiles from the outer Solar System to early terrestrial planets.

215

(Table 1)

216
217

The feasibility of asteroid capture to form the Martian moons is, however, controversial.

218

To capture a heliocentric body as a satellite, dissipation of orbital energy relative to the

219

planet is required. Models of aerodynamic capture have suggested that heliocentric

220

bodies with sizes similar to Phobos and Deimos are possibly captured by proto-Mars

221

embedded in the solar nebula gas (Hunten 1979; Pollack et al. 1979). The orbit of a

222

captured body gradually circularizes and then decays toward a collision with the

223

planetary surface. Thus, the aerodynamic capture scenario requires some mechanism to

224

terminate the action of aerodynamic drag, such as the loss of an extended atmosphere

225

containing a small number of capture bodies (Hunten 1979). On the other hand, Phobos

226

and Deimos have low orbital inclinations and eccentricities (Table 1). Since heliocentric

227

bodies that encounter a planet may approach from almost random directions, the

228

resulting orbital inclinations of captured bodies are likely also random relative to the

229

planetary equatorial plane as seen in irregular satellites of giant planets. Tidal

230

interactions with Mars seem too weak to reduce the orbital inclinations of captured

231

bodies during its history given initial large inclinations (Rosenblatt 2011). An

232

alternative mechanism to reduce inclination may be gas-drag in a proto-atmosphere or

233

circum-planetary gas envelope rotated in the same direction of the planetary rotation. It

234

remains, however, poorly understood how such atmospheric conditions may be

235

established and effectively work to produce moons with near-equatorial orbits.

236
237

The giant impact origin hypothesis, the other leading theory for the formation of the

238

Martian moons, could satisfy the constraints from their orbits. Tidal interactions with

239

Mars make Phobos orbit decline and Deimos one expand. Hence, their original orbits

240

would be near the co-rotation radius of Mars located at a distance of ~6 Martian radii

241

from the planetary center (Burns 1978). Recent dynamical simulations of impact ejecta

242

released from huge (potential) impact structures with a scale comparable to the Borealis

243

basin, for example, succeed to explain small masses and near-circular equatorial orbits

244

of both moons (Rosenblatt et al. 2016; Canup and Salmon 2018). To reconcile with the

245

formation of moons near the co-rotation radius, the total mass of impact ejecta extended

246

to several Martian radii should be much larger than that of both moons, thereby leading

247

to the formation of an inner large moon through the accretion of ejecta materials. Such a

248

large moon may gravitationally excite the random motion of debris in the outer ejecta

249

disk and promote their collisional coagulation into a small number of tiny moons. The

250

inner large moon would eventually fall onto Mars due to tidal interactions leaving the

251

two tiny moons with near-circular and near-equatorial orbits in the vicinity of the co-

252

rotation radius of Mars. In an extended giant impact origin scenario, Phobos may be the

253

youngest generation of the inner moon that has repeated tidal break-ups, followed by

254

orbital diffusion of disrupted debris and their partial re-accumulation during the secular

255

tidal orbital evolution (Hesselbrock and Minton, 2017). Note, however, that clear

256

geologic evidence has been yet unidentified for the mass loss of large inner moon onto

257

the Martian surface so far.

258

259

An elaborate numerical analysis of the giant impact model for the origin of the Martian

260

moons predicts that the Martian moons consist of a near 50:50 mixture of impactor

261

materials and proto-Mars materials (Hyodo et al. 2017). If this is the case, the Martian

262

moons will provide us clues for the composition of both the impactor and the proto-

263

Mars, which will also allow improving drastically our understanding of the giant impact

264

phenomena that resulted in the formation of both moons. For instance, high energy

265

density gained from the giant impact process likely left igneous mineralogy and texture

266

for the Martian moon materials. On the other hand, it remains unclear how such

267

materials lead to the current reflectance spectra of Phobos and Deimos.

268
269

Altogether, the origin of the Martian moons is still controversial to date. The current

270

pros and cons of the two major hypotheses of the Martian moon origin are summarized

271

in Table 2. Of course, one cannot rule out alternative scenarios such as the co-accretion

272

of moons around a growing Mars. If MMX results lead to an alternative scenario for the

273

origin of Martian moons, unexpected new aspects will be revealed not only for both

274

moons but also for the formation of Mars.

275

(Table2)

276
277

Phobos, Deimos, and their surrounding space are also expected to contain clues to

278

understand the evolutionary processes not only on both moons but also on Mars, such as

279

impact flux to the Mars-moons system, resurfacing of satellite surfaces by meteoroid

280

impacts, contamination of impact ejecta from Mars onto the moons’ surface, the

281

outflow of the Martian atmosphere, implantation of particles originated from solar wind

282

and Martian atmosphere, possible gas emission from the interiors of the moons, possible

283

formation of dust ring or torus along the moons orbits, and tidal deformation. These are

284

valuable processes to be explored by missions to the Martian moons. Also, from the

285

space around the near-equatorial orbits of the Martian moons, a spacecraft can make

286

monitoring observations of the Martian atmosphere by taking successive images and

287

spectra covering the wide-area of the planet’s hemisphere. Such observations are

288

complementary to the low altitude, close-up observations conducted by the previous

289

Mars orbiters.

290
291

Mission Objectives and Requirements

292

Mission objectives

293

To reveal the origin of the Martian moons and elucidate the evolution of Mars and the

294

habitable terrestrial planets in the Solar System, the MMX mission has selected Phobos

295

as the target for sampling and thus for detailed observations. Of course, it would be

296

ideal to take samples from both moons, but this is infeasible because of the limitation of

297

mission resources. The reasons for choosing Phobos as the sampling target are as

298

follows: First, the surface of Phobos exhibits a larger spectral diversity than Deimos

299

(Rivkin et al. 2002; Fraeman et al. 2014). This implies that the composition of Deimos

300

may be within the range of compositional diversity of Phobos material. Note that

301

spectral diversity might also reflect differences in physical states such as grain size

302

distribution of surface regolith rather than compositional difference. Second, Phobos’

303

surface likely contains a certain amount of materials ejected from young impact craters

304

on Mars (Ramsley and Head 2013; Hyodo et al. 2019), which might provide us

305

information on the past surface environment of Mars at the time of bedrock formation

306

before cratering (Usui et al. 2019). Third, more abundant imaging data have been

307

accumulated for Phobos, which allows us to optimize the landing strategies and

308

operations before the launch of the spacecraft.

309
310

Referring to the advantage offered by the Martian moons for elucidating processes

311

producing habitable terrestrial planets, the MMX mission places scientific objectives as

312

listed in Table 3, where the major goals and medium objectives flow down to the

313

specific objectives and mission requirements. The two major goals are to elucidate the

314

origin of terrestrial planets with habitable environments and to identify and characterize

315

important evolutionary processes of the Mars system consisting of Mars, its moons, and

316

the circum-Martian space. As for the former goal, the MMX mission aims first to reveal

317

the origin of the Martian moons (medium objective 1.1). Either of the medium

318

objectives 1.2a or 1.2b become activated depending on the actual origin of Phobos. If

319

the moons are found to be of capture origin, then the formation and dynamical transport

320

of original bodies will be deciphered along with their cosmochemical characteristics

321

through sample analyses (1.2a). If they are found to be of giant impact origin, then the

322

timing and magnitude of the impact will be estimated along with the composition of the

323

impactor, which is indicative of its formation region, by sample analyses (1.2b). As for

324

the Mars system evolution, MMX will reveal alteration processes of surface layers of

325

Phobos and Deimos (2.1), take new constraints on the Martian surface environment

326

evolution (2.2) and characterize the dynamical behavior of the Martian atmosphere that

327

relates to the atmospheric evolutionary processes (2.3). Processes such as possible dust

328

and/or gas torus formation along orbits and supply of Mars-derived rocky materials onto

329

Phobos may be unique for the Mars system.

330

(Table 3)

331
332

Considering that the MMX mission has been assembled from the primary objective of

333

exploring the Martian moons, the mission objectives are prioritized as shown by the

334

marks in Table 3. Determination of the origin of Phobos by spectroscopic observations

335

(MO1.1.1) and by sample analyses (MO1.1.2) has the highest priority as well as the

336

identification of weathering and evolutionary processes of Phobos surface (MO2.1.1).

337

Constraining Phobos’ origin from its molecular release rate, mass distribution, and

338

surface density variation (MO1.1.3) is given high priority as well as revealing the

339

surface distribution of constituent materials in Deimos in comparison with those of

340

Phobos (MO1.3.1). The second priority is also given for constraining the initial

341

conditions of celestial migration processes and evolution of the Martian surface from

342

predictions of the capture process (MO1.2a.1), and estimating the magnitude and timing

343

of the giant impact along with placing constraints for celestial migration and planetary

344

formation processes (MO1.2b.1). Objectives related to the observations of the Martian

345

atmosphere (MO2.2.2 and MO2.3.1) and the possible finding of particles ejected by

346

impact cratering on Mars since the formation of Phobos (MO2.2.1) are given third

347

priority.

348
349

Mission requirements

350
351

Corresponding to each mission objective, the mission requirements are deduced by

352

reflecting the current knowledge of the Martian moons and their parent planet (Table 3).

353

The detailed requirements concerning resolutions and accuracies for each type of

354

observation will be given by corresponding instrument papers. The general scientific

355

grounds for each mission requirement are described below.

356
357

MR1.1.1 summarizes the requirements for remote sensing observations to constrain the

358

origin of Phobos. Previously obtained visible and near-infrared reflectance spectra of

359

Phobos are almost featureless with possible weak features indicative of olivine and

360

pyroxene (Gendrin et al. 2005) and phyllosilicates (Fraemann et al. 2014) but there

361

remain the limitation of S/N, spatial resolution, and/or coverage. If hydrated minerals

362

are proven to exist in fresh bedrock exposures, this provides strong evidence for the

363

capture origin of Phobos. Since the Phobos surface is possibly affected by space

364

weathering and late accumulated materials, it is valuable to determine reflectance

365

spectra for fresh materials exposed in and around young craters with diameters of about

366

100 m or larger. To achieve such observations, a spatial resolution of 20 m or better is

367

required for spectroscopic mapping of major areas on Phobos. High spatial resolution is

368

also valuable to determine the reflectance spectra of tens-m-size boulders which may

369

contain freshly exposed surfaces. Imaging with a spatial resolution of 1 m or better is

370

necessary for ~50 m area including sampling site to characterize the geologic context of

371

samples. The mean Si/Fe ratio on the hemisphere scale, which is observable by a

372

gamma-ray spectrometer for instance, also provides an important clue to revealing

373

Phobos origin. If capture origin is the case, Si/Fe ratio is expected to be within the range

374

of chondritic meteorites. If the giant impact origin is the case, Si/Fe ratio may be > 20%

375

larger than the chondritic range (1.1-2.0 Wasson and Kallemeyn 1988) due to the

376

contribution of Mars mantle materials.

377
378

MR1.1.2 describes the mission requirement for sampling and sample analyses to

379

determine Phobos' origin. To collect Phobos indigenous materials from the surface

380

possibly contaminated by exogenic materials, a large amount of granular sample is

381

necessary for statistical sorting by the isotopic composition. The average mixing ratio of

382

external materials is estimated to be several % at most (Ramsley and Head 2013; Hyodo

383

et al. 2019). To distinct possible chemical diversity in indigenous materials and external

384

materials by statistical analyses, at least about one hundred particles with size applicable

385

for isotopic composition determination are necessary. The typical size of Phobos

386

regolith particles is estimated to range from 300 µm to 2 mm (see section “Sampling

387

and Sample Analyses”). 300 µm is enough for three oxygen isotope determination and

388

~1 mm is enough for 53Cr/54Cr determination with sufficient accuracy (Usui et al. 2020).

389

Both isotope systems provide a key proxy to judge the type of the source body (Warren,

390

2011). Of course, complimentary application of textural, mineralogical, and chemical

391

analyses for grains is also useful to judge the origin of Phobos. This requires the sample

392

collection of ≥10 g samples for each sampling site. To obtain materials minimally

393

affected by space weathering caused by solar wind and meteoroid fluxes, samples

394

should include materials from a depth of > 2 cm that is deeper than the penetration

395

depth of solar wind (Nishiizumi et al. 2009). On the other hand, Phobos indigenous

396

materials may have compositional diversity as implied from the observed regional

397

difference in reflectance spectra represented by red unit and blue one (Rivkin et al.

398

2002; Fraeman et al. 2014). Here blue unit stands for areas having weaker reddening

399

trends, which may represent diversity in composition or weathering state on Phobos.

400

Therefore, samplings from at least two different sites are ideal. Also, to guarantee the

401

collected samples to be Phobos indigenous materials, material distribution on the entire

402

globe of Phobos as well as the geologic context of sampling sites should be constrained

403

by imaging and spectroscopic mapping.

404
405

Mission requirements for the acquisition of data related to Phobos’s internal structure

406

that independently provide constraints on Phobos origin are summarized in MR1.1.3.

407

The low density of Phobos compared to intact rocks possibly reflects the existence of

408

water ice in the deep interior or a significant porosity in this moon at all depths.

409

According to the thermal evolution model of Phobos (Fanale and Salvail 1990), the

410

emanation of water molecules may continue at present depending on the thermal and

411

molecular conductivities and assuming that Phobos was originally a primitive small

412

body bearing water ice. 1022 molecules/s is a possible emanation rate at present. The

413

emanation of H2O molecules, if detected, will strongly support the capture of an ice-

414

bearing small body for as Phobos’ origin. The icy Phobos model also implies a

415

combination of a dense core made of a silicate-ice mixture and a porous silicate mantle

416

under the evaporative loss of ice from the surface. If mass concentration toward the

417

center is found from geodetic observation, it places important constraints on such a

418

model.

419

420

Depending on the revealed origin of Phobos, the mission requirements MR1.2a and

421

MR1.2b mainly for sample analyses are given, respectively. If capture origin is the case

422

(MR1.2a), chemical, mineralogical and isotopic compositions are required to identify

423

the source region of the Phobos precursor. The application of chronological analyses in

424

combination with the geological survey is required for the estimation of time and

425

environment of the formation of the precursor body as well as for constraining the

426

impact history during the migration in the early Solar System. Volatile abundances in

427

Phobos indigenous materials are also necessary to evaluate how Phobos-like bodies

428

may contribute to built-up an ancient atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere system on proto-

429

Mars.

430
431

If giant impact origin is the case (MR1.2b), determination of textures, chemical,

432

mineralogical and isotopic compositions, and alteration ages of Phobos indigenous

433

materials are necessary for the estimation of the timing and magnitude of the impact

434

event, the chemical type of the impactor, as well as the mixing ratio of materials derived

435

from the impactor and proto-Martian mantle. To estimate the mixing ratio of the bulk

436

moon fairly extending the sample constraints, measurement of elemental ratio such as

437

Fe/Si is necessary for the Phobos surface material averaged over the hemisphere scale.

438
439

Mission requirements for constraining the origin of Deimos are described by MR1.3.1.

440

As for Deimos' observation, it is most important to confirm whether the genetic

441

commonality of Deimos and Phobos implied from the similar reflectance spectra at the

442

coarse spatial resolutions is the true character or surficial one. To achieve this, it is

443

necessary to obtain spectroscopic data constraining composition for major areas

444

containing widespread exposures of bedrocks of Deimos. A candidate area enriched in

445

such exposure is the Deimos’s south pole basin, which is possibly the largest crater on

446

Deimos comparable to the Stickney crater of Phobos. However, the topography of this

447

basin has been poorly determined so far due to the lack of image at good illumination

448

conditions (Thomas 1993). A detailed study of the topography of this basin is necessary

449

also for the estimation of the Deimos’s volume and thus density as well as for the

450

geological comparison of Deimos with Phobos.

451

452

The mission requirements given by MR2.1 are specified for clarifying the surface

453

evolution and its processes of Phobos, paying attention to the difference in boundary

454

conditions from heliocentric small bodies. Since the Martian moons revolve around

455

Mars with relatively short periods, whenever an impact occurs, a considerable fraction

456

of ejecta particles that once escape the moons’ gravity may re-impact onto the original

457

moon after revolutions around Mars. Such ejecta behavior may promote the thickening

458

of regolith layers of the moons (Ramsley and Head 2013) and cause the formation of

459

dust rings (or torus) along the satellite orbit through impact ejecta reproduction (Soter

460

1971). Since Phobos is positioned slightly outside the tidal break-up radius of Mars, it

461

may experience cratering events strongly influenced by the action of Martian tidal

462

forces and/or by ejecta from Martian craters (e.g. Basilevsky et al. 2014). The tidally

463

locked rotation may induce heterogeneous evolution of the surface layer between

464

leading and trailing hemispheres due to the different flux and approaching velocities of

465

impactors (Christou 2014). The molecular flux from the Martian atmosphere may affect

466

space weathering of the moons’ surface along with the influx of solar wind and

467

meteoroids (e.g., Stofer 1971; Poppe and Curry 2014). To unravel those complex

468

processes, it is necessary to conduct observations of dust and ion fluxes in circum-

469

Martian space, topography mapping with resolution enough for precise crater

470

chronology among major terrains and geomorphic features, and sample analyses

471

characterizing space weathering processes.

472
473

The mission requirements for the search for materials transferred from Mars after

474

Phobos formation in the returned sample are given by MR2.2.1. Based on the young

475

crater population on Mars and numerical simulations of impact processes, it is estimated

476

that Phobos regolith may contain on average at least 340 ppm of ejecta materials from

477

Mars due to impacts during the last 500 Myr (Hyodo et al. 2019). The contaminated

478

ejecta materials likely consist not only of igneous rocks but also of sedimentary ones.

479

10 g of granular Phobos sample may contain several tens grains of such Martian ejecta

480

assuming that 300 µm grains dominate the sample mass. Grain samples originated from

481

Martian terrains excavated by young impacts may allow material studies to characterize

482

the Martian surface environment at ages of terrain formation on Mars. To do so, it is

483

necessary to seek out impact ejecta materials from the returned samples and add

484

adequate analyses to constrain ages and deposition environments on Mars.

485
486

The mission requirement given by MR2.2.2 is placed to conduct flux measurements of

487

major escaping ion species such as O+ and C+ with discriminating isotopes to improve

488

constraints on the isotopic fractionation in ion escape processes. Atmospheric escape is

489

one of the significant ongoing processes at Mars that have driven the evolution of the

490

Martian surface environment over a geologic time scale (e.g. Jakosky et al. 1994). The

491

isotopic fractionation of escaping species changes the residue volatile element isotope

492

values over geological time. Thus, the isotopic fractionation factor at escape is an

493

important parameter to interpret the isotopic difference among Martian volatile

494

reservoirs in terms of the time scale and magnitude of atmospheric loss. Past Martian

495

missions and ground-based observations have progressively revealed the isotopic

496

composition of volatile elements in the Martian atmosphere and sedimentary materials

497

along with analyses of Martian meteorites (e.g. Leshin et al. 2013; Mahaffy et al. 2013;

498

Villanueva et al. 2015, Jakosky et al. 2018). However, isotopic fractionation of escaping

499

elements, which probably depends on the level of solar activity, has been poorly

500

constrained by previous studies especially for ion species (Chassefière and Leblanc

501

2004).

502
503

The mission requirement given by MR2.3 is placed to realize monitoring atmospheric

504

flow and the transport of water and dust using the vantage of the equatorial orbit

505

moderately distant from Mars. The Martian atmosphere exhibits various meteorological

506

activities. Among them, atmospheric transport of water vapor and dust plays a

507

particularly important role in the evolution of the Martian climate system. The lateral

508

water transport is an elementary process for global-scale redistribution of water storage

509

of near-surface layer over the time scale of changes in obliquity and orbital parameters

510

such as eccentricity and the argument of periapsis caused by gravitational perturbations

511

by other planets (e.g. Mastard et al. 2001). Dust that distributes everywhere in the

512

Martian atmosphere with variable content significantly influences the radiative budget

513

of the thin atmosphere since dust is the primary absorber for visible and infrared

514

radiation (Pollack et al. 1979b). Therefore, dust strongly affects the atmospheric thermal

515

budget and dynamics, which in turn influence water vapor transport, including one

516

across the vertical direction reaching the upper atmosphere where photolysis of water

517

molecules takes place (e.g. Heavens et al. 2018). However, it remains poorly

518

constrained how the dust transport is coupled with atmospheric dynamics due to the

519

paucity of continuous imaging observations that can capture developments of dust

520

events.

521
522

Spacecraft and Science Instruments

523

Spacecraft

524

Since the design of the MMX spacecraft architecture is reported in detail elsewhere

525

(Kawakatsu et al. 2019), here we briefly summarize its essence. The MMX spacecraft

526

will employ a chemical propulsion system with a high acceleration ability to confine the

527

roundtrip time to a reasonable length (Campagnola et al. 2018). To achieve a round trip

528

to the Martian sphere of gravity, the spacecraft is composed of separable modules:

529

propulsion module, exploration module, and return module (Figure 1). By releasing

530

used modules at appropriate epochs, the spacecraft mass will be reduced to allow orbital

531

controls in the Martian system and return cruise to the Earth reducing the required

532

overall propellant mass. To carry samples with a volume much larger than that of

533

Hayabusa2 which aims to take 100 mg of samples (Tsuda et al. 2013), an enlarged

534

return capsule will be used for MMX. The total spacecraft wet mass at launch is about

535

4,000 kg. The spacecraft will be launched by an H-III rocket with launch capabilities

536

larger than H-II rockets. The H-III rocket system is under development as the new

537

Japanese flagship launch vehicle with the planned first launch in 2021.

538

(Figure 1)

539
540

Science instruments

541

Table 4 lists the science instruments aboard MMX. These are selected to satisfy the

542

mission requirements complimentary to the sample analyses. As the detailed description

543

of each instrument will be given elsewhere, here we summarize their complementary

544

roles.

545

(Table 4)

546
547

One of the most important roles of proximity observations is to obtain constraints for

548

the origin of the Martian moons independently of sample analyses and also to document

549

the sampling site to inform the geological context. Measurements for the determination

550

of bulk Phobos composition is the most direct approach for this purpose. OROCHI

551

(Kameda et al. this issue), the wide-angle visible multiband camera, and MIRS (Barucci

552

et al. this issue.), the infrared spectrometer, will conduct near-global mapping of

553

reflectance spectra of Phobos with spatial resolutions of the order of 10 meters.

554

Combining with the specification of fresh surface exposures by TENGOO (Kameda et

555

al. this issue), a panchromatic telescopic camera with much higher spatial resolutions,

556

the spectroscopic mapping over wavelength from visible to infrared will constrain the

557

mineral composition of Phobos bedrock. Hydrous minerals are a very important proxy

558

indicative of the captured origin of the moon, thus OROCHI and MIRS are designed to

559

detect absorption bands at ~0.7 µm and ~2.7 µm, respectively, caused by hydroxyl

560

group in mineral structures with sufficient signal to noise ratio.

561
562

MEGANE (Lawrence et al. 2019), the gamma-ray and neutron spectrometer will

563

determine the concentration of elements such as Si, Fe, H, and K in the surface layer of

564

several tens cm thickness, where cosmic-ray induced and spontaneous atomic nucleus

565

reactions take place associated with emissions of neutrons and high energy photons to

566

space, over the hemisphere scale. MSA (Yokota et al. this issue.), the ion mass spectrum

567

analyzer, will attempt to detect the ion torus derived from H2O possibly released from

568

Phobos which may store icy materials inside. Metallic ions spattered out from the

569

surface of Phobos by solar wind are also the target of the MSA measurements, which

570

may constrain the elemental composition of Phobos surface averaged over the

571

hemisphere scale as is the case for the Earth`s moon (Yokota et al. 2009).

572
573

LIDAR (Senshu et al. this issue), the laser altimeter, will be used for the determination

574

of the shape, rotation, and gravity field of Phobos in combination with the topographic

575

imaging by TENGOO and Earth-based spacecraft tracking data. Combining the

576

rotational quantity with the gravity field determination based on precise analyses of

577

inertial spacecraft motion around Phobos, one can deduce constraints on Phobos’s

578

internal density distribution such as the moment of inertia factor. A shape model

579

provides the position of the center of mass relative to the geometrical center. These may

580

reflect possible compositional heterogeneity of this moon, for instance, the presence of

581

interstitial ice in the deep interior, the presence of porosity, or the coalescence of

582

planetesimals with different compositions. LIDAR will also provide surface roughness

583

information within each laser footprint from analysis of the reflectance as a function of

584

observation angle at the laser wavelength of 1064 nm.

585
586

Those remote sensing data will be also used for the selection of sampling sites that are

587

required to be sufficiently flat for safe landing and accessibility to Phobos indigenous

588

materials. The global surface composition of Phobos constrained by proximity

589

observations will be compared with the compositions of the returned sample to examine

590

how returned materials are representative of Phobos indigenous materials. Close-up

591

spectroscopic and panchromatic imaging by OROCHI and TENGOO with spatial

592

resolutions in the order of mm during landing operations will be used to describe the

593

geologic context of the sampling site, which is necessary to interpret the possible

594

variation of composition and grain size, texture, and weathering state of returned

595

samples.

596
597

The topographic and compositional mapping data will be also used to elucidate the

598

geologic processes that have evolved the surface of Phobos in the areocentric orbit.

599

Crater counting with higher spatial resolution provides a basis for its resurfacing

600

history. CMDM (Kobayashi et al. 2018) is a dust detector monitoring impact signals on

601

its sensor of an exposed thin film at the top layer of multi-layer insulation of the

602

spacecraft. It will measure the impact momentum of dust particles colliding with the

603

sensor surface in orbit around Mars. When there is a dust collision on the sensor, it is

604

classified as interplanetary dust, interstellar dust, or Mars orbiting dust based on the

605

information on the orbital position and attitude of the spacecraft at that time. As a result,

606

the flux of those dust species is obtained. Confirmation of the presence or absence of a

607

hypothesized dust ring or torus along the moons’ orbits is one of the main purposes of

608

this measurement. Furthermore, the measured fluxes of dust particles including

609

meteoroids provide basic data for understanding the weathering and impact gardening

610

processes of both moons. By combining the analyses of samples concerning impact

611

alteration states and ages, mixing of exotic materials, and possible material exchange

612

among bodies in the Martian system, an integrated view for the surface evolution of the

613

Martian moons would be available.

614
615

OROCHI and MIRS will also conduct a series of spectroscopic imaging/mapping of the

616

atmosphere of Mars. From positions near Phobos, both instruments are capable of

617

imaging a wide area from mid to low latitudes of Mars. At positions more distant from

618

Mars, imaging of the global hemisphere becomes easier. Color imaging by OROCHI

619

can identify ice clouds and atmospheric dust, whereas infrared spectroscopic imaging

620

by MIRS can assess the distribution of the column H2O vapor content using the

621

reflectance contrast between the wavelengths in and outside the H2O absorption band.

622

By tracing the motion of clouds, atmospheric dust swarms, and H2O vapor using the

623

time series of imaging/spectroscopic data, the atmospheric circulation can be

624

understood and the exchange of H2O among the surface reservoirs can be constrained.

625

Additionally, zoom-up observations by TENGOO would capture the upwelling of dusty

626

warm air into the upper atmosphere, which may be a key process promoting H2O

627

photolysis and H escape to space (Heavens et al. 2018). Ions escaping from the Martian

628

upper atmosphere are detectable by MSA with distinguishing isotopic mass of elements

629

including O and C. This would provide us better constraints on isotopic fractionation in

630

the atmospheric escape processes. From those observations of the Mars atmosphere, one

631

can reveal atmospheric processes that have driven the evolution of the Martian surface

632

environment.

633
634

MMX will carry a rover provided by CNES and DLR for scientific and engineering

635

purposes including being a scout for the lander (Michel et al. this issue). The landing

636

system and landing operation of the mothership have been studied to absorb the

637

uncertainties in the mechanical properties of Phobos surface regolith such as the surface

638

layer strength. On the other hand, it is beneficial to confirm in advance whether the

639

actual regolith properties are within or outside the expected range. The rover will be

640

released before the landing operation and conduct an in-situ examination of the Phobos

641

surface. The rover powered by its solar generator will be equipped with navigation

642

cameras, wheels for travel with torque sensors, wheel cameras, imaging the interaction

643

of the wheels with the regolith, a thermal radiation monitor (MiniRad), accelerometers

644

characterizing impact and bouncing, and a laser Raman microscope, RAX (Cho et al.

645

this issue). These instruments will examine mechanical, dynamical, and thermal

646

properties and mineralogy of Phobos surface regolith. The obtained data are also useful

647

as ground truth for interpreting the remote sensing data taken from orbit.

648
649

The sampling system, one of the most important mission instruments of MMX, will

650

conduct sampling from Phobos surface regolith and transfer of samples into a sample

651

container inside the sample return capsule (Kawakatsu et al. 2019). After touch down,

652

sampling will be conducted by using a joint arm manipulator equipped with a coring

653

mechanism at its tip. The MMX mission is planned to make landings at two different

654

sites. At each landing site, a sampling point will be first determined within the area

655

accessible by manipulation based on a precise raw surface image transmitted to the

656

ground station on Earth. An installed corer with an inner diameter of 2 cm will penetrate

657

to a sufficient depth at the designated point and then the inner sample holder will be

658

transferred to the container space in the return capsule. OROCHI will conduct

659

spectroscopic imaging of the sampling point and its surroundings with a spatial

660

resolution of the order of mm to specify their spectroscopic property and geologic

661

context which are important to assess how the acquired samples are representative of

662

Phobos indigenous materials.

663
664

A pneumatic sampler, another type of sampler provided by NASA applying the same

665

working principle as used during the OSIRIS-Rex mission (Bierhaus et al. 2018),

666

installed at a landing pad will also attempt sampling of regolith at shallow depth

667

(Kawakatsu et al. 2019). Samples taken from different depths are useful to understand

668

the possible layering of surface regolith caused by space weathering, the influx of exotic

669

materials, and gardening by meteoroid impacts (Usui et al. 2020). We call this sampler

670

P-sampler whereas the primary coring sampler is called C-sampler. The sample holder

671

of the P-sampler will be transported to the container space in the return capsule by the

672

manipulator.

673
674

Mission Profile

675

Overall

676

The planned mission profile is shown in Figure 2. The MMX spacecraft is planned to be

677

launched in September 2024 and reach the Martian system after the cruise slightly less

678

than a year. The spacecraft will stay in the Martian system for nearly 3 years and

679

conduct close-up observations of both moons, delivery of the rover, and sampling from

680

Phobos. The spacecraft will depart the Martian system in August 2028 and return the

681

capsule containing collected samples to the Earth.

682

(Figure 2)

683
684

After the insertion to a circum-Martian orbit, the spacecraft motion will be tuned to

685

approximate the Phobos motion. By taking small differences in orbital eccentricity from

686

Phobos, the spacecraft will eventually circulate Phobos at small distances. In the frame

687

fixed to Phobos, the spacecraft trajectory will form an ellipse, or quasi-satellite-orbit

688

(QSO), with the center at the Phobos mass center (Figure 3). The semimajor axis of

689

QSO, which is perpendicular to the Mars direction, is about twice of the minor axis.

690

Decreasing in separation from Phobos, QSO gradually approaches to circle, or the

691

semimajor axis/minor axis ratio decreases, due to the greater contribution of Phobos

692

gravity. MMX will utilize several QSO patterns with high (semimajor axis 200 km,

693

QSO-H), medium (100 km, QSO-M), and low (50 km and below, QSO-L series)

694

altitudes depending on the observation phase. MMX will also introduce the so-called

695

3D-QSO with inclination to Phobos, which allows observation of high latitude regions

696

of this moon (Figure 3b). From QSOs, MMX will carry out observations of Phobos

697

including those for landing site selection, circum-Martian space, and the Martian

698

atmosphere.

699

(Figure 3)

700
701

During the period in proximity to Phobos, the spacecraft will land on two different sites

702

of Phobos. Since Phobos’s surface gravity is two orders of magnitude larger than those

703

of Itokawa and Ryugu, the descent and landing sequence of MMX spacecraft is

704

different from the prior missions Hayabusa and Hayabusa2 which used a so-called

705

touch and go approach for sampling operations. For example, a low-velocity descent

706

from a very high altitude cannot be adopted considering fuel consumption to keep low

707

velocity against gravity. Instead, from low QSO orbit, a ballistic descent will be applied

708

to reach ~2 km above a landing site before starting the subsequent final vertical descent.

709

A rehearsal operation before landing will take close-up images of the area including

710

landing site candidates to confirm the safety and the availability of samples that are

711

representative of bedrock materials. To avoid previously unrecognized obstacles such as

712

large boulders in the area of the selected site, an autonomous hazard detection and

713

avoidance technology will also be set up to realize a safe landing. The landing gear is

714

installed with a mechanism absorbing the spacecraft momentum relative to the surface

715

to prevent the spacecraft from bouncing at touch down.

716
717

After the completion of proximity observations of Phobos and sampling operations, the

718

spacecraft will expand its orbit to perform multiple flybys of Deimos. During this

719

period, close-up observations of Deimos will be conducted together with those of the

720

surrounding space and the Martian atmosphere. Then, the spacecraft will depart from

721

the Martian system.

722
723

Operations during the stay around the Martian moons

724
725

In the nominal operation plan, solar conjunctions will occur in January 2026 and March

726

2028 during the stay around Mars. Science operations may be inhibited for ~1.5 months

727

around these conjunction timings. Furthermore, Mars will arrive at equinoxes in late

728

November 2025 and this will happen subsequently after every about half of the Martian

729

year. During about three months with each conjunction timing in the middle, low QSOs

730

around Phobos will experience eclipses with long duration by Mars and Phobos

731

repeatedly. This is caused by the near-equatorial orbit of Phobos around Mars and

732

relatively small differences in QSO periods from the length of the day of Phobos. For

733

maintaining the health of electric devices, long stops of power generation should be

734

avoided. During those periods around equinoxes, therefore, QSO operation is restricted

735

to large ecliptic orbit with minor and major radii no smaller than 50 km and 100 km

736

around Phobos to reduce the duration of every eclipse.

737
738

The current plan for observational operation is shown in detail elsewhere (Nakamura et

739

al. this issue), here we briefly overview it below. Considering the constraints shown

740

above, the period of ~3 years stay in the sphere of Martian gravity is divided into five

741

phases as shown in Figure 4. Period 1 starts from MOI (Mars Orbit Insertion). After

742

MOI, the spacecraft will be transferred to QSO around Phobos after the deployment of

743

the propulsion module. During this transfer, the spacecraft will have a chance to

744

approach Deimos at outer orbit, which would be used as an opportunity for the first

745

Deimos imaging observation from small distances. After insertion to QSO, observations

746

of Phobos from QSO with larger orbital radii (QSO-H) will be conducted for the near-

747

global shape model generation and spectral mapping of Phobos with a typical spatial

748

resolution of several meters for telescopic monochrome imaging and several 100 meters

749

for spectroscopic imaging by OROCHI and MIRS. At this time, the LIDAR footprint

750

will be several 10 m from QSO-H.

751
752

During phase 2 that starts after the first solar conjunction, close-up observations from

753

QSOs with minor and major radii as small as 30 km and 50 km or even below will be

754

combined to conduct higher resolution imaging and spectral mapping up to typical

755

spatial resolution ~40 cm and ~20 m, respectively. The LIDAR footprint will become as

756

small as several m. Observations from QSO with low radii are mandatory for the

757

gamma-ray and neutron spectrometry by MEGANE which needs a large solid angle of

758

the targeting body in the field of view to reduce sufficiently the effect of background

759

noise.

760
761

The descent and landing operations will be performed during phase 3 using the

762

advantage in solar illumination conditions and short Earth-Mars distance. The release of

763

the rover and the descent and ascent operation, which is a part of the landing rehearsal,

764

will be done before the first actual landing but their best timings are under study

765

including the last part of phase 2. Observations with progressive improvement of spatial

766

resolution during phases 1 and 2 will be used for the landing site selection to guarantee

767

the safety for landing and the accessibility to indigenous materials. MMX plans to

768

perform sampling from multiple landing sites because Phobos is known to have a

769

composite surface made of units with colors distinguished by slopes of reflectance

770

spectra as mentioned above.

771

772

A landing operation that includes touch-down, sampling, and departure will be

773

completed during a single daytime of Phobos lasting 3 hours 50 minutes. The stay time

774

on the surface is planned to be 2.5 hours with about a 1-hour margin in the entire

775

daytime. The time duration allocated for the sampling operation is 1.5 hours, which

776

includes close-up imaging of the landing area to determine the sampling point by the C-

777

sampler and the telemetries of image data and command with the control station on the

778

Earth. During the first landing, the P-sampler system whose nozzle is equipped on a

779

landing pad will be used.

780
781

Sample Sciences

782
783

Due to the current lack of direct measurement, the grain size distribution of Phobos

784

regolith remains uncertain. According to the interpretation of Phobos thermal inertia

785

from the modeling of thermal conduction through granular layers, the typical grain size

786

in Phobos regolith is estimated to be ~1 mm (Gundlach and Blum 2013). An expanded

787

method incorporating the physical relationships between porosity and grain size under

788

the action of intra-grain cohesion forces and Phobos’s gravity suggests the typical size

789

of ~ 2 mm (Kiuchi and Nakamura 2014). Among ejecta released from the Phobos

790

surface by impacts, grains smaller than ~300 µm would be preferentially lost to the

791

parent planet or outer space due to the action of solar radiation pressure (Ramsley and

792

Head 2013) while large grains may return onto the surface of Phobos after areocentric

793

motion. For those reasons, the regolith grains are likely to have sizes mainly between

794

~300 µm and ~2 mm. MMX will collect granular samples of more than 10 g from each

795

landing site, and is expected to obtain grains in numbers of the order of thousands or

796

more. The acquisition of a large number of regolith grains will enable us to apply

797

statistical analyses to deduce an estimate for the bulk composition of Phobos even when

798

grains exhibit a wide variation in their composition.

799
800

Analyses of returned samples will include those on grain size, shape, texture,

801

mineralogy, chemistry, isotopic composition, microscopic weathering state, chronology,

802

and so on. These measured properties will provide a set of ground truth data for the

803

global compositional map acquired by MMX remote sensing data. Sample analyses will

804

then provide us the best clue to judge the origin of Phobos as well as the processes of

805

Phobos formation in the context of material transport in the early Solar System and

806

those of Phobos surface evolution. Not only the records of shock alteration but also

807

possible extraction of exotic materials from samples are expected to provide us unique

808

information on the evolution of the Martian system including the Martian surface

809

environment.

810
811

If the majority of sampled Phobos indigenous materials are like unequilibrated

812

chondritic materials, this provides strong evidence for the capture origin of Phobos. In

813

this case, the sample is expected to be abundant in grains composed of unequilibrated

814

minerals enriched in volatile elements. Comparison of mineralogical, compositional,

815

and isotopic evidence with primitive meteorites will tell us the genetic relationships of

816

Phobos precursor and parent bodies of primitive meteorite groups in the early Solar

817

System. Using the corresponding relationships among the spectroscopic taxonomy of

818

asteroids and meteorite groups (DeMeo and Carry 2014), the source region of the

819

Phobos precursor may be estimated. Reflectance spectra of returned samples that

820

contain less altered materials may also provide better constraints on the source asteroid

821

type of the Phobos precursor. Adding to the precise impact crater statistics that will be

822

revealed by MMX close-up observations, the distribution of shock alteration ages of

823

grains will provide constraints on the major impact history of Phobos including the

824

stage of its precursor body with heliocentric orbit. With help of models for the

825

dynamical evolution of small bodies in the early Solar System, the mechanisms and

826

history of transport of H2O-bearing bodies from the early outer Solar System to

827

terrestrial planets will be elucidated. Furthermore, processes that formed H2O-bearing

828

bodies in the early outer Solar System may be clarified from the analyses of minerals

829

produced by aqueous alteration.

830
831

If the moon is formed by a giant impact, Phobos’s indigenous materials likely have

832

textures and compositions reflecting high-temperature melting and partial vaporization

833

induced by the giant impact event. Such an event could occur with an impact velocity

834

not much larger than the escape velocity of Mars, and materials ejected into areocentric

835

orbits may inefficiently be mixed in grain-scale due to rapid solidification by efficient

836

radiative cooling (Hyodo et al. 2017). In this case, Phobos indigenous materials may

837

show isotopic and chemical compositions distributed on a mixing line connecting the

838

compositions of the proto Martian mantle and the impactor. Since the isotopic

839

compositions of elements such as oxygen are already known for Mars from the analyses

840

of Martian meteorites, the direction of the end of the mixing line points to the impactor

841

isotopic composition from which the source region of impactor may be estimated.

842

Materials that fall on isotopic end members could also tell us the chemical composition

843

of the proto Martian mantle and the impactor. The range of compositional dispersion

844

varies with the degree of material mixing, which reflects the magnitude of the moon-

845

forming impact. Crystallization ages of sample materials would constrain the timing of

846

giant impact which should be compared with the cratering record, especially of large

847

impact basins on Mars. If the impactor is found to be a volatile-rich body from the

848

sample isotopic signatures, its contribution to the development of the Martian

849

atmosphere and hydrosphere can be estimated. This should improve our understanding

850

of how Mars acquired atmosphere and water, for instance, regarding the significance or

851

insignificance of late accreting bodies. On the other hand, the composition of the proto-

852

Martian mantle estimated from sample analyses would provide us valuable information

853

on the chemical state of the early Martian mantle at the timing of the moon-forming

854

impact.

855
856

Phobos surface materials have likely been influenced by fluxes of external materials:

857

heliocentric small bodies with various sizes, impact ejecta from Mars and Deimos, and

858

ions originating from the solar wind and Martian atmosphere. Self-reproductive

859

areocentric dust particles may also continuously hit the Phobos surface. Analyses of

860

sample grains focusing on alteration by these processes would reveal how Phobos

861

surface, probably poor in endogenic activities that affect material properties, has

862

evolved in the circum-Martian environment. For example, a histogram of shock

863

alteration ages of sample grains, likely measurable by Ar-Ar dating, may provide

864

information on the history of high-speed, large-scale impacts onto Phobos along the

865

lines of similar studies for the Earth’s Moon (e.g. Fernandes et al. 2013).

866

Concentrations of implanted solar wind ion in weathered samples, as well as cosmic-ray

867

exposure age, may be used to estimate the resurfacing time scale of Phobos (e.g. Nagao

868

et al. 2011 for Itokawa). The concentration of exotic materials would include

869

information on the ejecta transport from Mars.

870
871

If fragments of younger impact ejecta from Mars are identified in the sample grains,

872

they would provide information on the state of the surface environment on Mars at the

873

timing of bedrock formation at impact site(s) (Usui et al. 2020). Their mineral

874

assemblages, isotopic compositions, and magnetization are potential measurable proxies

875

for the past surface environment of Mars. To make them even more valuable, the age

876

determination of corresponding sample grains is quite important. Our capability to do

877

this depends on grain size and mineral composition. If such measurements are

878

successful for ejecta grains of various ages, it would significantly improve our

879

understandings of the evolution of Mars.

880
881

Concluding Remarks

882
883

Through the exploration of the Marian moons, the MMX mission extends the

884

experience in Japanese sample return exploration for the small bodies and will

885

investigate key processes for the formation and evolution of habitable planets having

886

atmosphere and water. Close-up observations of both moons and detailed analyses of

887

samples returned from Phobos will characterize the properties of their constituent

888

materials in great detail. The mission will determine the origin of the moons which is

889

currently under debate, with models of the capture of primordial, carbonaceous

890

asteroids and the accumulation of circum-Martian debris ejected by a huge impact on

891

early Mars both being seriously considered. Also, processes for the acquisition of water,

892

organics, and volatiles from the outer Solar System by early terrestrial planets will be

893

elucidated. If the giant impact origin is the case, the differentiation state of a proto-

894

planet mantle just before the occurrence of the moon forming impact will also be a

895

study target.

896
897

Sample analyses will also extract records on the long-term evolutionary processes such

898

as continuous impactor flux and irradiation of solar wind, cosmic rays, and circum-

899

Martian plasma. For this issue, it is beneficial to conduct multidisciplinary studies with

900

remote and in-situ data including the crater population and surface reflectance of the

901

moons and the dust and plasma environment in circum-Martian space. Concurrent

902

evolutionary processes such as atmospheric circulation and escape and the possible

903

formation of dust ring and gas torus along the moons’ orbits will also be study targets.

904

Ejecta materials derived from young Martian craters, if found in the returned samples,

905

will provide unique information on the Martian surface environment at the time of

906

impact and/or bedrock formation before impact.

907
908

The status of the MMX mission is now in phase B as a project of JAXA. Targeting the

909

launch in 2024, the design of spacecraft systems and instruments as well as studies of

910

spacecraft orbits, operations, and data processing including basic experiments are

911

extensively ongoing.
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right, propulsion, exploration, and return modules. (Bottom) On-orbit configuration.
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The size of a solar panel is 2.4 m × 4.4 m. (C) JAXA
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Figure 2. The mission profile of MMX. See text for details.
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Figure 3. Planned observational orbits around Phobos. Quasi-satellites orbits (QSOs)
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are drawn in the Phobos fixed frame with Phobos at the center taking the xy-plane and
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the x-axis direction to be the Phobos orbital plane and the opposite direction to Mars,
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respectively. Top: QSOs confined in the xy-plane. Bottom: 3D QSOs.
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Figure 4. Outline of the tentative operation plan of MMX. The two panels are based on
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changes in the duration of eclipses by Mars and Phobos (top) and those in the
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configuration of Mars relative to the Sun and Earth (bottom), respectively. For eclipse
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duration estimates, a QSO-L orbit is assumed. CO: check out, H: QSO-H, M: QSO-M,
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LA: QSO-LA, LB: QSO-LB, LC: QSO-LC, LSS: landing site selection, TD: touch
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down, DM: Deimos. Courtesy of Nakamura T and Ikeda H.
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Table 1

Major properties of the Martian moons

Parameters

Phobos

Deimos

Ref.

Mass [kg]1)

1.0626±0.0006×1016

1.51±0.04×1015

1

Size [km]2)

13.3×11.1×9.1

7.5×6.1×5.2

2

Volume [km3]

5621 ± 154

997 ± 49

2

Mean density [g/cm3]

1.89±0.05

1.51±0.07

Mass/Vol.

Semi-major axis [Mars radius]

2.76

6.92

3

Eccentricity

0.0151

0.00033

3

Inclination [o]3)

1.093

1.791

3

Geometric albedo

0.07±0.012

0.068±0.007

4, 5

1) GM values are converted to mass by adopting G=6.67430×10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2, 2) semiaxes of the
approximated triaxial ellipsoids, 3) relative to the Laplace plane
1. Jaconson (2020), 2. Thomas (1989), 3. JPL Solar System Dynamics, https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/, 4.
Zellner and Capen (1974), 5. Thomas et al. (1996)
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Table 2. Observational pros (P) and cons (C) for hypotheses for the origin of the Martian

1270

Moons.

1271
1272

Evaluation item
Low surface reflectance
with reddening spectra
lacking
clear
silicate
absorption features

Asteroid capture
This resembles D-type asteroids, and so is
regarded as strong grounds for the asteroid
P capture theory.

Small orbital eccentricity (e)
and inclination (I) relative to
the Martian equatorial plane

It seems difficult, especially for Deimos, for
these orbits to evolve from a large e and
C
random I through tidal friction alone.

Low-mass objects orbiting
within and beyond the corotation radius (rc) with
Martian rotation

Tidal evolution theory predicts Phobos
should be formed just inside rc, making the
conditions for capture severe. A similar
N difficulty exists to explain Deimos’s orbital
radius unless some frictional medium such
as a gas envelope extended to a large
distance.

N: neutral.

Giant impact
No absorption feature indicative of ejected
Martian source materials is identified so far.
N Note that this might be masked by strong
impact alteration or mixing of materials
from the impactor.
This is naturally explained if the giant
impact introduces most of the spin angular
P
momentum of Mars associated with the
generation of a Moon-forming debris disk.
The formation of Deimos outside of rc
requires a large disk mass, resulting in the
formation of a massive inner moon. Tidal
C friction could eventually lead such a moon to
falling onto Mars but geologic evidence for
such an impact is yet unidentified.
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Table 3. Scientific mission objectives and requirements of MMX
(MO: mission objectives, MR: mission requirements, Priority: SS=very high, S=high, A=valuable)
Goal 1: Clarify the origins of the Martian moons and constrain processes for planetary formation and material transport in the
region connecting the inner and outer Solar System.
Medium objective 1.1 Reveal whether Phobos originated as a captured asteroid or resulted from a giant impact
MO1.1.1: Spectroscopically reveal the surface- SS MR1.1.1: To grasp the distribution of the constituent
layer distribution of the materials that make up
materials of Phobos, material distributions of hydrous
Phobos with the spatial resolution required for the
minerals and other related minerals should be obtained
scientific evaluation of sampling points and
spectroscopically for main parts of the full body in
geological structures, thereby constraining
correspondence with its topography (at horizontal spatial
resolutions of 20 m or better) and in a radius of 50 m or
Phobos’ origin.
more around the sampling point (at spatial resolutions of 1
m or better). Also, the mean global Si/Fe ratio, etc., of the
moon should be determined to within an accuracy of 20%.
MO1.1.2: Identify the major components of SS MR1.1.2: To constrain the origins of Phobos, paying
constituent materials from samples collected on
attention to the diversity and representativeness of Phobos’
Phobos’ surface as Phobos indigenous materials
surface, record the occurrence of and collect at least 10 g of
that retain records of their formation, strongly
particulate samples (Phobos samples), including samples 2
constraining their origins from isotopic ratios, etc.
cm below the surface. Also, identify main sample
components as moon-indigenous materials that were
constituent materials at the time of formation, and measures
their texture and mineral, elemental, and isotopic
composition (oxygen, chromium, etc.) with sufficient
accuracy to allow the specification of the moon’s origins.
MO1.1.3: Obtain information such as molecular S
MR1.1.3 ： To constrain the origin of Phobos from its
release rates and mass distribution related to the
internal structure, (1) measure the molecular release rate
presence of ice in Phobos, investigate the presence
from internal ice at a detection limit of fewer than 1022
or absence of density contrasts on Phobos’ surface,
molecules/s, (2) investigate the presence or absence of
and constrain Phobos’ origin independently of
inhomogeneity in the density structure due to localization
MO1.1.1 and MO1.1.2.
of ice exceeding 10% of Phobos’ mass, and (3) investigate
the presence or absence of density veriation near the surface
layer.
Medium objective 1.2a [If Phobos is determined to be a captured asteroid] Elucidate the composition and migration process
of primitive materials supplied to the region of terrestrial planets and constrain the initial conditions of Martian surface
evolution
MO1.2a.1: By constraining the formation of S
MR1.2a: To constrain the initial evolution of Solar System
primitive materials in the Solar System and primitive
materials and volatile element supply, analyze texture,
bodies in the vicinity of the snow line from a materials
element and isotope composition, formation age, etc., of
science perspective, and by estimating the Phobos
moon-indigenous materials in Phobos samples with the
capture process, constrain the initial conditions for the
necessary accuracy and also extract information related to
process of celestial body migration and evolution of
organic matter and hydrous minerals. Also, elucidate
the Martian surface in the early Solar System.
collision environments before and after moon capture from
the age distribution of impact metamorphisms in the
collected sample and measurements of crater distributions
on the moon surface.
Medium objective 1.2b [If Phobos is determined to originate from a giant impact] Elucidate giant impact and moon
formation processes in the terrestrial planetary region and evaluate its influence on the early evolutionary process of Mars
MO1.2b.1: For Phobos indigenous materials, S
MR1.2b: To constrain the process of a giant impact, analyze
identify primitive Martian components (Marsthe texture, elemental and isotopic composition,
metamorphic age, etc., of moon-indigenous materials in the
originating components) ejected by a giant impact
Phobos sample with sufficient accuracy, and estimate the
and components of the impactor body, clarify their
peak temperature, timing of the collision, and the mixing
features, estimate the scale and age of the impact,
ratio of components from primitive Mars and the impacting
and constrain celestial migration and planetary
body. Also, restrict the mixing ratio of both components
formation processes in the terrestrial planetary
across the entire moon from measurements of the Si/Fe
region.
ratio, etc.
Medium objective 1.3 Place new constraints on Deimos’ origin
MO1.3.1: Elucidate the surface distribution of S
MR1.3: To grasp the distribution of constituent materials of
materials
composing
Deimos
through
Deimos, from spectroscopic information, clarify the surface
distribution of hydrous minerals and other related minerals
spectroscopy with the spatial resolution necessary
corresponding to its topography at characteristic parts of the
for grasping its geological structures and compare
this with Phobos.
moon with a horizontal spatial resolution of 100 m or better.
Goal 2 From the viewpoint of the Martian moons, clarify the driving mechanism of the transition of the Mars-moon system,
and add new knowledge to the evolution history of Mars.
Medium objective 2.1 Obtain a basic description of the elementary processes of surface evolution for moons in the circumMartian environment

MO2.1.1: Identify weathering and evolutionary
processes (impact frequency, degree of gardening,
and space weathering processes) in surface-layer
regolith specific to the Martian moons as compared
to asteroids.

1275
1276

SS

MR2.1: To know the surface evolution processes of Martian
moons, (1) observably constrain the circum-moons
environment, (2) grasp Phobos’ geological features and
surface structures (craters, boulders, thickness and
deposition state of the regolith layer) at horizontal spatial
resolutions of 20 m or better, and (3) elucidate the state of
space weathering and metamorphism in Phobos samples.
Medium objective 2.2 Add new findings and constraints on the history of changes in the Martian surface
MO2.2.1: Search returned samples of the Phobos A
MR2.2.1: To constrain the chemical state and transition of
surface for materials ejected from Mars after the
the surface layer of Mars, search a Phobos sample of 10 g
formation of Phobos and constrain the chemical
or more for materials (ejecta) from Mars from after moon
state of the Martian surface layer and its transition
formation, and, if appropriate samples are present, clarify
if suitable samples are present.
features such as isotopic composition, formation age, and
remanent magnetization.
MO2.2.2: Place constraints on the amount of A
MR2.2.2: To constrain the amount of atmospheric escape
atmospheric escape through the history of Mars
through the history of Mars, measure composition ratios
from composition ratios and isotopic ratios in the
and isotopic ratios of the main components of ions escaping
current escaping atmosphere.
from the current Martian atmosphere to an accuracy within
50%.
Medium objective 2.3 Constrain the mechanisms of material circulation in the Martian atmosphere affecting the transitions
in the Martian climate
MO2.3.1: Impose constraints on dust and water A
MR2.3: To constrain transport processes for dust and water
transport processes in the Martian atmosphere and
near the Martian surface, continuous observations of the
between the atmosphere and the surface through
mid-to low-latitude distributions of dust storms, ice clouds,
and water vapor in the Martian atmosphere are performed
observations of the temporal changes in dust
from high altitude equatorial orbit in different seasons to
storms and the global distributions of water vapor
and clouds.
within 1-hour time resolutions.
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Table 4. Instruments onboard MMX for scientific observations
Name:
function
LIDAR:1)
laser altimeter

TENGOO:2)
telescopic
camera
OROCHI:3)
wide-angle
multiband
camera

1278
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Major specifications








Laser wavelength 1064 nm
Ranging distance: 100 m - 100 km
Ranging resolution: < 22 m @ 100 km
Footprint 50 m from 100 km altitude
FOV: 1.1° × 0.82°
Wavelength: a part of visible light
Spatial resolution: ~40 cm @ 20 km alt.

Roles
Moons’ origin

Characterization of
geologic structures
and bedrock
exposed areas

Sampling assist

Mars system
Measurement of
surface
morphology for the
geologic history of
the moons

 FOV: 66° × 53°
 Wavelength (width): 390 (50), 480 (30), 550 (30),
650 (10), 700 (10), 800 (40), 950 (60) nm, and 400 Observation of
900 nm (monochromatic)
H2O and dust
 Spatial resolution: 20 m @ 20 km alt., 10 cm for an
Selection and
circulation in the
area of 100 × 100 m2 around landing sites, 1 mm for
characterization of
Martian climate
an area of 1 × 1 m2 around sampling sites
sampling sites in
system
terms of safety for
MIRS:4)
 FOV:3.3 ° (in the direction of spectrometer slit)
Determination of
landing,
 Wavelength: 0.9 - 3.6 μm
near infrared
global surface
geologic context,
 Spectral sampling: 10 nm
spectrometer
composition
and
 Spatial resolution: < 20 m @ 20 km alt.
(Hydrous minerals,
representativeness
Fe/Si, H2O release
MSA:5)
 Geometric factor: ≥104 cm2 sr eV/eV
Searching for the
as pieces of bedrock
rate, etc.)
 Ion energy: ~5 eV/q-~30 keV/q, Energy resolution:
gas torus and
ion
mass
ΔE/E ~ 10%
escaping Martian
spectrometer
 Ion mass: 1 - 100 amu, Mass resolution: M/ΔM > 100
atmosphere
MEGANE:6)
 Gamma-ray energy: 0.4-8 MeV with energy
resolution: < 5.1 keV (FWHM) @ 1454 keV
gamma-ray
and neutron
 Neutron energy: thermal (0.01 eV - 0.5 eV),
spectrometer
epithermal (0.5 eV - 0.5 MeV), fast (0.5 MeV - 7
MeV)
(not assigned)
MMX Rover:
 Laser Raman spectrometer
In situ measurement
of mineralogy and
solar powered
 Thermal radiometer
physical properties
 Navigation cameras
rover
 Wheel cameras
of regolith
CMDM:7)
 Dust size: > 10 - 20 μm
Detecting dust flux and ring to reveal the weathering process on the
dust counter
 Dust velocity: > 0.16 km/s
moons’ surface by micrometeoroid bombardments
1) LIght DEtection and Ranging, 2) TElescopic Nadir imager for GeOmOrphology (name after long-nosed goblin in Japanese folklore), 3) Optical
RaidOmeter composed of CHromatic Imagers (after giant snake with eight heads in Japanese folklore), 4) MMX InfraRed Spectrometer, 5) Mass
Spectrum Analyzer, 6) Mars moons Exploration with GAmma rays and Neutrons (after eyeglasses in Japanese), 7) Circum Martian Dust Monitor

